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Tunable Graphene Metasurfaces with Gradient Features
by Self-Assembly-Based Moiré Nanosphere Lithography
Zilong Wu, Wei Li, Maruthi Nagavalli Yogeesh, Seungyong Jung, Alvin Lynghi Lee,
Kyle McNicholas, Andrew Briggs, Seth R. Bank, Mikhail A. Belkin, Deji Akinwande,*
and Yuebing Zheng*
surface plasmon polaritons supported by
graphene have shown great potentials for
enhanced nanophotonic and optoelectronic applications due to strong mode
confinement and tunable resonance peak
wavelength via electrostatic and chemical
doping.[2,9–16] Recent studies have shown
that graphene metasurfaces, made of
periodic arrays of graphene nanostructures that support surface plasmons, are
promising candidates for biosensing with
superior sensitivity than their metal counterparts.[17,18] The enhanced light-matter
interactions from plasmonic effects of the
graphene nanostructures have also been
applied to build light modulators with
improved signal-to-noise ratio, sensitivity,
and modulation depth.[19]
Optical metasurfaces are 2D arrangements of subwavelength structures, which
can manipulate the electromagnetic waves
in a specifically designed way. Compared
with their 3D counterparts known as
metamaterials, metasurfaces features the
advantages of ultrathin structures and potential for simple
fabrication. Recent years have witnessed tremendous success
in developing metasurfaces consisted of plasmonic nanostructures as building blocks, which have shown promise for a
variety of applications, including light beam manipulation,[20]
polarization control,[21,22] and light absorption and filtering.[23]
In particular, plasmonic metasurfaces with multiband
responses have attracted strong interests in further enhancing
the applications. For example, their resonance peaks can be
matched with both resonant Raman frequencies and infrared
vibrational frequencies of molecules to produce substrates for
simultaneous surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)
and surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy (SEIRS).[24–29]
Multiband metasurfaces have also been applied to enhance
the signals from multiple infrared vibrational modes of biomolecules to achieve precise discriminators for different species by detecting multiple vibrational fingerprints.[25–27,30]
Besides molecule sensing, multiband devices at various electromagnetic spectral bands are also highly desired to meet
the strong demand for the ever-increasing accuracy and high
speed in surveillance and communication systems.[31–33] In
conventional metallic plasmonic metasurfaces, the multiband
responses have been achieved by designing patterns with

Patterned arrays of graphene nanostructures, also referred as graphene
metasurfaces, have proven to be capable of efficiently coupling with incident
light by surface plasmon resonances. In this work, a new type of graphene
metasurfaces with moiré patterns using cost-effective and scalable moiré
nanosphere lithography (MNSL) is demonstrated. A large gradient in feature
size (i.e., from sub-200 nm to 1.1 μm) of the graphene nanostructures exists
in single metasurfaces. The in-plane quasi-periodic arrangement of the graphene nanostructures can be easily tuned to form a variety of moiré patterns.
The experimental measurement and numerical simulations show that the graphene moiré metasurfaces support tunable and multiband optical responses
due the size and shape dependences of surface plasmon resonance modes of
graphene nanostructures. It is also demonstrated that the multiband optical
responses of graphene moiré metasurfaces can be tuned from mid-infrared
(MIR) to terahertz (THz) regimes by choosing polystyrene spheres of different
sizes for MNSL. These findings provide a cost-effective and scalable strategy
to achieve ultrathin functional devices, including multiband light modulators,
broadband biosensors, and multiband photodetectors, which feature tunable
and multiband responses in wide range of wavelengths from MIR to THz.

1. Introduction
Graphene, one of the most exciting 2D materials, has attracted
strong interests due to its extraordinary mechanical, thermal,
optical, electronic, and magnetooptical properties.[1–8] Recently,
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complex structures,[27,34] quasiperiodic arrangements,[35] or gradient components.[24,36]
Applications, such as SERS and SEIRS, as well as multispectral plasmon infrared biosensors, require multispectral metasurfaces tailored for operation at application-specific bands.
Easy-to-fabricate multiband metasurfaces with controllable resonance positions are highly desired for these applications. Plasmonic metasurfaces with moiré patterns show great potentials
to meet the requirements in multiband and tunability. It has
been reported that plasmonic nanostructures arranged in quasiperiodic lattices exhibit an increased number of resonance
bands compared with their periodic counterparts.[35,37] Also, the
large amount of nanostructures with gradient in shape and size
in metasurfaces with moiré patterns can further contribute to
the multiband properties. Besides multiband properties, moiré
metasurfaces fabricated by moiré nanosphere lithography are
also featured by their tunability in the number and wavelength
of resonance bands.[24,38] Au metasurfaces with moiré patterns
have been reported to exhibit multiple resonance bands from
visible to near-infrared to mid-infrared (MIR) regimes, which
can be applied, e.g., for simultaneously enhancing Raman
signals and infrared vibrational signals of biomolecules to
improve the sensitivity and accuracy of biosensing. The moiré
metasurfaces are also expected to be suitable for multiband
THz devices and multiband radar systems in defense platforms
if one can further tune the resonance bands to the longer
wavelength.[32,39]
Herein, we have developed an effective approach to pattern
large-area graphene layer, which is grown by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), into moiré metasurfaces. The metasurfaces
feature moiré patterns with high quasiperiodicity and gradient
components, which lead to unique properties as shown by both
experimental and theoretical studies. Graphene sheets with an
atomic-scale moiré superlattice, produced by the superposition
of two layers with hexagonal patterns, have been reported to
show unique optical and electronic properties including gatedependent pseudospin mixing,[40] novel plasmonic modes,[41]
and localization of Dirac electrons.[42] With MNSL, we extend
the family of graphene surfaces with moiré patterns to nano and
micrometer scales, leading to graphene moiré metasurfaces that
exhibit controllable, quasiperiodic, and gradient nanostructures
with feature sizes from sub-200 nm to 1.1 μm. Further decrease
of feature size down to sub-60 nm could be achieved by using
nanospheres with size of 60 nm for MNSL. Measured and simulated results illustrate that multiple IR plasmon resonances
can be excited in these graphene metasurfaces due to the shape
and size dependences of the plasmon resonance modes of the
graphene nanostructures. The plasmonic resonances can also
be spectrally tuned by controlling the patterns of the graphene
metasurfaces, which can be achieved by changing the in-plane
relative rotation angle between the two nanosphere monolayers
in the MNSL. We further demonstrate that the resonance peaks
of the graphene metasurfaces can be tuned from MIR (λ ≈
3–30 μm) to terahertz (THz, λ ≈ 30–1000 μm or 10 to 0.3 THz)
regime through choosing polystyrene (PS) nanospheres of different sizes for MNSL. Our study has expanded the family of
graphene metasurfaces and offered a cost-effective and scalable
strategy to achieve ultrathin functional devices with tunable and
multiband responses.
2
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2. Results and Discussion
Metasurfaces consisted of graphene nanodisk arrays were
achieved by combining nanosphere lithography and reactive ion
etching (RIE).[43] The size of graphene nanodisks were adjusted
by controlling the RIE time. Herein, the graphene is patterned into moiré metasurfaces using MNSL[24,38] with O2 RIE
for variable times.[44] The CVD-grown graphene is first transferred to double-side polished high-resistivity Si substrates by
a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted wet transfer process.[45,46] Two monolayers of PS nanospheres with diameter of
500 nm are then subsequently deposited on the graphene,[24,38]
as shown in Figure 1a. In brief, colloidal PS nanospheres are
self-assembled into monolayer at the water–air interface and
then transferred to the substrates with graphene after evacuating the water. A second monolayer of PS nanospheres is then
deposited on top of the first PS monolayer via a similar process.
The relative in-plane rotation angle between the first and the
second PS monolayer can be controlled to obtain various moiré
patterns. Then, RIE with O2 plasma is applied to reduce the
size of the PS nanospheres to create voids between the closely
packed nanospheres. The graphene in the voids is then exposed
to O2 plasma and etched away. This process is followed by ultrasonication in toluene for 5 min to remove the PS nanospheres,
leaving graphene sheets that are patterned into the moiré
metasurfaces. Figure 1b shows the scanning electron micro
scopy (SEM) image of a typical graphene moiré metasurfaces,
where the dark and bright parts are graphene and exposed Si
substrates, respectively. Complex graphene nanostructures with
high reproducibility and good quasiperiodicity are obtained.
Due to the relative rotation angle between the top and the
bottom PS nanosphere monolayers, large area graphene quasiperiodic lattices with high rotational order, and the sixfold
rotational symmetry can be achieved. The Raman spectra of
as transferred graphene show a negligible defect peak and
a high peak intensities at 2D (2690 cm−1) and G (1580 cm−1)
band. As the defect scattering in graphene increases after patterning, the Raman intensity increases for two separate disorder peaks,[47,48]D (1350 cm−1) and D´ (1620 cm−1), presented
in Figure 1c. We demonstrate that the quality of the graphene
is uniform in a large area by characterizing the Raman spectra
of ten different locations of the sample with graphene moiré
metasurfaces (Figure S1, Supporting Information), where the
locations are separated by at least 100 μm from each other.
In contrast to the conventional nanosphere lithography that
applies only one monolayer of PS nanospheres as etching mask
and can achieve limited types of regular structures such as
nanodisks and nanotriangle antidots,[49] the patterns resulting
from the two-layer PS nanosphere mask with various relative
in-plane rotation angle are much more complex. Figure 2 demonstrates the capability of constructing various graphene moiré
metasurfaces with this method. Figure 2a–c schematically show
stacking of two PS nanosphere monolayers with different relative in-plane rotation angles. The relative rotation angles are
7.5°, 12°, and 19° from Figure 2a–c, respectively. All patterns
are characterized by moiré lattices with high rotational symmetry without translational symmetry. However, the size of
the unit cell and the quasiperiodicity of the patterns decrease
with increasing relative in-plane rotation angle. In addition,
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Figure 1. a) Schematics of the fabrication processes of the graphene moiré metasurfaces on Si substrates (blue). θ denotes the relative rotation angle
between the bottom (green) and top (red) monolayers of polystyrene (PS) nanospheres. b) SEM image of a representative fabricated graphene moiré
metasurface. The black and white areas are graphene and substrate, respectively. The scale bar is 2 μm. c) Raman spectra of as-transferred (bottom)
and patterned (top) graphene samples.

the size and shape of the interstices varies significantly with
the changing of the relative rotation angle. At large relative
rotation angle, the interstices form moiré pattern composed
of interstices with holes arrays, triangles, and z-shaped structures. When increasing the relative rotation angle, the size of
unit cells and the spacing between unit cells become smaller.
An even larger rotation angle will result in even more complex structures including individual, double, and triple ringlike structures, as well as triangular nanostructures, which are
attributed to the larger spatial mismatch between the top and
the bottom monolayers of the PS nanospheres. After the graphene exposed at the interstices between PS nanospheres is
etched away by the O2 plasma, the moiré patterns formed by
the relative rotation of the two monolayers of PS nanospheres
are transferred to the graphene sheets. Figure 2d–f shows the
SEM images of the graphene sheets with moiré patterns fabricated with different relative rotation angles corresponding to
Figure 2a–c. It can be observed that the moiré patterns in the
PS nanosphere masks are perfectly transferred to the graphene
sheets.
More interestingly, by slightly modifying the fabrication
process, we can further extend the family of graphene moiré
metasurfaces. As schematically shown in Figure S2 (Supporting
Information), anti-moiré patterns on graphene sheets can be
created by adding a thin layer of PMMA as a sacrificing layer.
Figure 2g–i shows the SEM images of graphene sheets with
anti-moiré patterns. These patterns correspond to relative rotation angle of 7.5°, 12°, and 19° between the two PS nanosphere
layers, respectively. The images show more complex graphene
nanoparticles, including nanotriangles, z-shaped nanostructures, and single, double, and triple nanorings. Besides shape
complexity and gradient, large gradient in the feature size of
graphene nanoparticles in a single metasurface is observed. As
shown in Figure 2g, the edge length of the triangles is ≈200 nm,
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while the length of the longest z-shaped is ≈1.1 μm. Together
with the holes and shorter z-shapes structures with feature size
of ≈500 and 625 nm, this graphene anti-moiré metasurface
show large gradient in feature size from ≈200 nm to ≈1.1 μm.
Similar gradient can also be observed for the interstices in graphene moiré metasurfaces with rotation angle of 7.5°, as shown
in Figure 2d. Such large structural gradient in single metasurfaces is very useful for multifunctional optoelectronic devices,
including biomedical sensing,[50] tailored light modulation,[36]
and shielding technology.[51]
The shape and size of the graphene nanostructures can be
further varied and tuned via controlling the etching process
and the size of the PS nanospheres applied for the fabrication. With different etching time during the O2 RIE to reduce
the size of the PS nanospheres, the shape of the voids in the
PS nanosphere masks can be varied, thus resulting graphene
nanostructures with controllable shapes. Figure 3a,b shows
the graphene anti-moiré metasurfaces with a relative rotation
angle of ≈19°. The graphene sheets in Figure 3a,b correspond
to etching time of 100 and 140 s, respectively. The change in
O2 plasma etching time results in the difference of the interstices in the PS nanosphere masks. For shorter etching time,
the interstices with ring-like structures are not completely
formed, leading to split-ring structures. As a result, graphene
split-ring nanostructures can be formed in the graphene
anti-moiré metasurface, as shown in Figure 3a and its inset.
When increasing the O2 plasma etching time, the graphene
split-ring nanostructures transfer to complete graphene ringlike nanostructures (as shown in Figure 3b and its inset), due
to the complete formation of ring-like interstices in the PS
nanosphere masks. The same procedure can also be applied
to control the structures in graphene moiré metasurfaces. As
shown in Figure 3d,e, the structures of the components in
graphene moiré metasurfaces with relative rotation angle of
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Figure 2. a–c) Schematics showing stacking of the bottom (green) and top (red) monolayers of PS nanospheres with relative in-plane rotations of
a) 7.5°, b) 12°, and c) 19°, resulting in the formation of various moiré patterns. d–f) SEM images of fabricated graphene moiré metasurfaces corresponding to relative rotation of d) 7.5°, e) 12°, and f) 19°. g–i) SEM images of fabricated graphene metasurfaces with anti-moiré patterns corresponding
to relative rotation of g) 7.5°, h) 12°, and i) 19° between the bottom and top monolayers of nanospheres during fabrication. The black and white areas
in SEM images are graphene and substrates, respectively. The scale bars are 1.5 μm.

Figure 3. a–c) Graphene anti-moiré metasurfaces with the relative rotation angle of ≈19°. e–f) Graphene moiré metasurfaces with the relative rotation
angle of ≈7.5°. The graphene metasurfaces in a, b, d, and e are fabricated using PS nanospheres with diameter of 500 nm, while the metasurfaces in
(c) and (f) are fabricated using nanospheres with diameter of 300 nm. The black and white areas in SEM images are graphene and substrates, respectively.
The scale bars are 1 μm. The insets show the representative nanostructures that undergo changes in shape or size after modifying parameters during
fabrication. The dark red areas in the schematics represent graphene, while the white areas represent Si substrates that are not covered with graphene.
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≈7.5° can also be tuned through changing
the O2 plasma etching time. The O2 RIE
duration for the graphene moiré metasurfaces in Figure 3d,e is 100 and 140 s, respectively. In the graphene moiré metasurfaces
shown in Figure 3d, the moiré patterns is
mainly composed of triangular antidot arrays
and triangular antidot bowtie structures, as
schematically depicted in the insets. When
increasing the O2 RIE duration, the graphene
triangular antidots become larger and evolve
to arrays of graphene triangles, as schematically shown by the top inset in Figure 3e.
Similarly, the size of the triangular antidote Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of transmission extinction measurement of graphene moiré
bowtie structures increases with longer O2 metasurfaces. The graphene nanostructures illuminated by incident light are excited to supRIE duration, as schematically shown by the port surface plasmon resonances, resulting extinction in transmission. b) Measured extinction
spectra of three graphene moiré metasurfaces with different patterns. The black and white
bottom inset in Figure 3e. As a result, the areas in SEM images are graphene and substrates, respectively. The scale bars are 1.5 μm.
graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces
with longer O2 RIE duration have very difwith different patterns show obvious differences in the number
ferent character than the one with shorter RIE duration, even
of peaks and the peak wavelengths.
though they have the same relative rotation angle. Further
To further understand the origins of the extinction peaks, we
structural manipulations on the graphene moiré/anti-moiré
applied finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to simumetasurfaces can be achieved by changing the size of the PS
late the transmission extinction of the graphene nanostructures
nanospheres used during MNSL. As an example, we used PS
in these three metasurfaces. The graphene is modeled as a 2D
nanospheres with diameter of 300 nm to repeat the fabrication.
surface with surface conductivity.[54] The black and red curves
The resulting graphene metasurfaces shown in Figure 3c,f
have similar patterns to those in Figure 3b,e, but the feature
(bottom) in Figure 5a are the simulated extinction spectra of
size of the components is proportionally reduced by 40%. Due
graphene disk arrays and triangular antidots, respectively, in
to the use of the smaller PS spheres, the O2 RIE duration for
graphene metasurface 1 in Figure 4. The experimentally measured extinction of the metasurface 1 is also shown by blue
the graphene moiré metasurfaces in Figure 3c,f was reduced
curve (top) in Figure 5a. The measured spectrum is offset vertito 75 s. Since we use commercially available PS nanospheres
cally for clarity. It can be observed that the measured extinction
(Thermo Scientific Inc.) for the fabrication and the available
peak at shorter wavelength of ≈17 μm match well with the simsize of the PS nanospheres is ranging from 60 nm to 100 μm,
ulated extinction peak (mode 1) of the triangular antidot, while
we expect that we can easily control the feature size of the
the measured extinction peak at longer wavelength of ≈21.5 μm
graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces from sub-60 nm to
(mode 2) matches well with the simulated extinction peak of
micrometer scale. The high tunability of both the pattern and
the graphene nanodisk. We further analyze the simulated
feature size of the graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces
electric field distributions of these graphene nanostructures
makes our approach promising for fabricating optoelectronic
at their extinction peak wavelength, as shown in Figure 5d,e.
devices with tunable responses.
The simulations reveal that the dipolar plasmon resonance
Graphene nanostructures can support strong plasmon resomodes of these two nanostructures are excited at their peak
nances with the resonance wavelength being a function of
resonance wavelengths. Similarly, the simulated extinction
the shape and size of the nanostructures.[2,11,49,52,53] Graphene
spectrum of graphene nanotriangles shows an extinction peak
moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces can support multiple plasmon
that is matching well with the measured extinction peak of the
resonances due to the variety of sizes and shapes of graphene
graphene metasurface with pattern 2 in Figure 4, as shown in
nanostructures in their composition. We characterized the
Figure 5b. The electric field distribution in Figure 5f shows that
optical extinction of graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces
the corresponding resonance of graphene nanotriangle is domi(as shown in Figure 4) with three different patterns in MIR
nated by a dipolar mode located at the edge driven by the elecspectral range. The graphene metasurface with pattern 1 have
tric field along x direction. Our results reveal that the measured
moiré pattern composed of graphene nanodisk arrays and
extinction peaks of the graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurtriangular antidot arrays. Graphene metasurfaces with patfaces are attributed to the plasmon resonances of the graphene
tern 2 and 3 have anti-moiré patterns. Pattern 2 has graphene
nanostructures excited by the incident electromagnetic wave.
nanorings and nanotriangles, while the main components in
It is worth noting that the nanorings in the graphene metapattern 3 are graphene nanotriangles and nanohole arrays. The
surface with pattern 2 can also support plasmon resonances.
spectra in Figure 4b show the transmission extinction of these
As shown by the simulated extinction spectrum and electricthree graphene moiré metasurfaces in MIR regime. The transfield mapping in Figure S3 (Supporting Information), the resomission extinction is calculated as 1 −T/T0, where T and T0 are
nance wavelength of the graphene nanorings is 69 μm, which
measured power transmission of graphene moiré/anti-moiré
is much longer than that of the graphene nanotriangles and far
metasurfaces on Si substrates and pure Si substrates without
beyond the working wavelengths of the mid-infrared detector
graphene. It can be observed that the graphene metasurfaces
5
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Figure 5. a–c) Measured extinction spectra of graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces with pattern 1a), pattern 2b), and pattern 3c) in Figure 4. The
small numbers above the spectra depict the corresponding modes. Simulated extinction spectra for different components (shown by the schematics)
in the corresponding graphene metasurfaces are also shown below the measured spectra to demonstrate the origins of the peaks in the measured
extinction spectra. d–f) Simulated electric field mapping at the resonances wavelength of graphene d) triangular antidot, e) disk, and f) triangle,
respectively. g,h) Simulated electric field mapping of g) mode 1 and h) mode 2 of graphene hole array, respectively. The polarizations of the incident
electromagnetic wave are along the x direction as depicted in (d). i) Dependence of simulated extinction peak positions of graphene metasurface with
pattern 3 on the diameter of original PS nanospheres and the resulted edge length of graphene nanotriangles. The peak wavelength and frequency are
used for the extinction spectra from the small and large diameters of PS spheres, respectively.

in our current spectrometer. More interestingly, as shown in
Figure 5c, the simulated extinction spectrum of the graphene
nanohole array shows two extinction peaks, which have a good
match with the two shorter extinction peaks (mode 1 and 2) in
the measured spectrum. The electric field distributions of the
graphene nanohole array at the wavelengths of these two modes
are shown in Figure 5g,h, respectively. It can be observed that
two different plasmon resonance modes are excited at these
two wavelengths. In combined with the plasmon resonance
modes supported by the graphene nanotriangles, as revealed
by Figure 5c, three extinction peaks can be observed between
10 and 20 μm for single graphene anti-moiré metasurface
with pattern 3. Our results demonstrate the unique capability
of graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces to achieve tunable
optical responses with controllable number of working bands
in a wide range of wavelength regime.
Compared with pristine graphene, graphene nanostructures in moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces exhibit much stronger
interactions with incident light at the plasmon resonances.
In Figure S4a–c, no near-field enhancement can be observed
6
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for pristine graphene at the plasmon resonance wavelengths
of graphene triangular antidot, triangle, and disk as shown in
Figure 5d–f. In Figure S4d, a comparison of extinction spectra
of the pristine graphene and the three graphene nanostructures further confirms that the weak light-matter interaction
at the pristine graphene is correlated with the lack of plasmon
resonances. The strong light-matter interaction and near-field
enhancement at the patterned graphene is significant for many
applications. One example is the use of graphene nanostructures
for SEIRS. It has been widely reported that the enhancement
factor of SEIRS is proportional to E2, where E is the electric field
at the location of molecules near the plasmonic structures.[55]
Another example is surface-enhanced light emission, where
the spontaneous emission rate of an emitter can be strongly
enhanced by confined electric field at plasmon resonances.[56,57]
Thus, patterning of graphene into moiré patterns with subwavelength features can enhance the light-matter interactions
at multiple wavelengths due to the excitation of plasmon resonances, which can benefit a variety of applications, including
sensing, light modulation, and light emission enhancement.
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1 − T /T0 = 1 −

1
1 + Z0σ (ω )/ (1 + ns )

2

(1)

where Z0 is the vacuum impedance, σ (ω ) is the frequency (ω)dependent conductivity, and ηs is the refractive index of the
substrate. Neglecting the lateral nanostructure interaction, the
optical conductivity can be represented by[58]

ω
σ (ω ) ∝ 2
(ω − ω p2 ) + iΓ pω

(2)

where the ω p and Γp are plasmon resonance frequency and
plasmon resonance width. The resonance frequency can be further given by[2]

ωp =

3D
8ε m ε 0 d

(3)

where D, εm, ε0, and d are the Drude weight, media dielectric constant, vacuum permittivity, and the diameter of the
graphene disk. As a result, the extinction peak of graphene
nanodisks is highly dependent on their size. As discussed in
Figure 3, the feature size of the graphene moiré/anti-moiré
metasurfaces can be tuned from sub-60 nm to micrometer scale
while maintaining the patterns, simply by selecting the size
of commercially available PS nanospheres applied for MNSL.
Based on the above analysis, we expect that the extinction peaks
of the graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces can be flexibly
tuned by changing the size of the PS nanospheres applied for
MNSL. Figure 5i shows the simulated positions of the three
extinction peaks of the anti-moiré metasurfaces (pattern 3 in
Figure 4) versus the original diameters of the PS nanospheres.
In principle, for each original size of the PS spheres, there can
be a series of metasurfaces where the sizes of holes and triangles can be continuously tuned via controlling the etching process. Our data in Figure 5i compare those metasurfaces with
the same specified ratio of hole diameter and triangle edge
length. Specifically, we start with the metasurface model based
on the experimental parameters in pattern 3 of Figure 4, where
the hole diameter and the edge length of the nanotriangle are
≈400 and ≈170 nm, respectively, and the original diameter of
PS sphere is 500 nm. Therefore, the ratio between the hole
diameter and the diameter of the nanospheres is 1.25, and the
ratio between the triangle edge length and the diameter of the
nanospheres is 2.94. For other metasurfaces from different
original diameters of PS spheres, we linearly scale the metasurface model for pattern 3 in Figure 4 to retain the same ratios,
which can be achieved by controlling the O2 plasma etching
in experiment. We can see that the three extinction peaks
can be tuned across a wide wavelength range from ≈5 μm to
≈60 μm. The 60 μm corresponds to 5 THz in frequency in
Figure 5i. Compared with the relatively narrow tunable range
(≈20 μm) through controlling the Fermi level (as shown in
Figure S5, Supporting Information), a much larger tunability
of about 60 μm can be achieved for all the three extinction
peaks in single graphene anti-moiré metasurfaces. Due to the
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high repeatability of fabrication by our proposed methods, and
the capability of nanosphere lithography towards large area
(≈1 m2) and high throughput (2500–3000 wafers h−1) fabrication,[59] these graphene metasurfaces are highly promising for
practical multiband optoelectronic devices requiring a wide tunability on working bands.
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For graphene nanostructures, taking graphene disk as an
example, the extinction in transmission is given by[2]

3. Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated large-area fabrication of
graphene moiré and anti-moiré metasurfaces by cost-effective
self-assembly-based MNSL. The moiré/anti-moiré patterns
with large structural gradient can be easily tuned by varying
the relative rotation angle between the top and bottom monolayers of PS nanospheres. Extra freedom on the structural
tunability can be introduced by controlling the etching time
of PS nanospheres and the original size of PS nanospheres in
MNSL. More complex graphene metasurfaces can be achieved
by incorporating angle-variable nanosphere etching and metal
deposition. Our experimental and numerical studies reveal that
the extinction spectra of the graphene metasurfaces are controllable through tuning the patterns, due to the size and shape
dependence of the surface plasmon resonances of the graphene
nanostructures. Multiband graphene metasurfaces are achieved
in a wide range of working wavelengths from the complex and
gradient nanostructures in moiré patterns.
With the tunable and multiple plasmon resonance modes
in a wide range of electromagnetic spectra from MIR to THz,
graphene moiré/anti-moiré metasurfaces can be promising
candidates for frequency-selective surfaces, ultrathin light
modulators, biosensors, and photodetectors with multispectral
responses. Such patterned graphene arrays may also find applications in magnetooptics. Recently, Hadad et al. proposed a paradigm of graphene metaatoms and metasurfaces to overcome
the constraint of high magnetic field for induction of optical
response in graphene.[6] Specifically, hexagonal periodic arrays
of metaatoms consisted of small circular regions with a conductivity different from that in the rest of the graphene sheet have
been demonstrated to exhibit unprecedentedly strong magnetooptical activity at low magnetization. With the rotation symmetry and quasipeirodicity, graphene metasurfaces with moiré
patterns may induce strong magnetooptical activity at multiple
resonances, enabling advanced applications in nonreciprocal
photonics.

4. Experimental Section
Growth and Transfer of Large Area Graphene: Copper foils (35 μm
thick, Miller-Cu, Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co. ltd.) were used as the
catalytic substrates. The substrates were loaded into a quartz tubular
furnace and the air was evacuated. The vacuum was then purged with Ar/
H2 gas mixture (Ar at 300 sccm and H2 at 10 sccm) to restore pressure
to atmospheric, followed by ramping up the furnace temperature to
1030 °C. Once the temperature was reached, it was held for 15 min for
annealing. After annealing finished, the gas flow rate was changed (Ar at
500 sccm, H2 at 75 sccm, and CH4 at 2 sccm) and graphene was grown
for 10 min. The samples were then cooled under the same gas flow to
room temperature.
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Graphene grown on Cu foil was transferred to a undoped, double-side
polished Si substrate by selective etching of Cu foil using an ammonium
persulfate ((NH4)2S2O8) aqueous solution. A 200 nm thick PMMA film
(Mw ≈ 495 000 from Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a temporary support
layer for transferring the graphene to a Si substrate.
Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR)
Characterizations: Raman spectroscopy measurements were taken with
a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman system with an excitation wavelength of
532 nm and a grating of 1200 lines mm−1.
We measured the transmission spectra using a FTIR operating in
a step-scan mode. The unpolarized broadband infrared light from a
thermal Globar source of the FTIR was modulated by an optical chopper
at the frequency of 500 Hz and focused onto the sample surface using
a reflective objective. The transmitted signal collimated by two ZnSe
lenses was collected and averaged by a mid-infrared HgCdTe detector
and lock-in-amplifier, respectively.
Numerical Simulations: The simulations of the extinction spectra and
electric field distributions were conducted using FDTD methods with
commercially available software package (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical).
The graphene moiré metasurfaces were positioned on top of a Si
substrate with a 2 nm native SiO2 oxidation layer. The graphene was
modeled as a surface conductivity material. A chemical potential of
0.6 eV was used during simulations. This value was estimated in the
consideration of doping of graphene during the O2 plasma process.[60]
The SiO2 and Si were modeled as dielectric materials with refractive
index of 1.4 and 3.42, respectively. Normal incident plane waves were
used as light sources. 2D frequency domain power and field detectors
were used to obtain the transmittance through the graphene moiré
metasurfaces and the electric field distributions.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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